An analysis of errors arising from the direct use of mass balance principles to describe regional drug uptake and elution.
Errors occurring during the direct application of mass balance principles to describe the uptake and elution of a drug in an organ during and after a constant rate infusion were analyzed. The uptake of lignocaine in the hindquarters of sheep was used as an example--the net mass of lignocaine was calculated from the arterial and inferior vena cava blood lignocaine concentrations and hindquarter blood flow using an integrated form of the Fick equation. The general strategy was to generate a continuous time course of arterial and inferior vena cava drug concentrations that closely resembled the data obtained from in vivo experiments (the "true" blood concentrations). These were used to calculate the time course of the "true" net mass of lignocaine in the hindquarters by numerical integration with a small step size. The true blood concentrations were then used to generate data sets that simulated different blood sample intervals and random, normally distributed errors added to the blood concentration and blood flow measurements. Simulated data sets were also used to compare different numerical integration methods. There were significant absolute errors in the calculated net mass in the period after the start and end of the constant rate infusion due to numerical integration, but the error resulting from the latter to some extent canceled the error from the former. These errors did not greatly change the time course of the calculated net mass. Decreasing the interval between regular blood samples from 30 to 10 min reduced this absolute error, but greater reductions in error were achieved by optimizing the time interval between blood samples to give an approximate constant error due to numerical integration. There was no advantage in using numerical integration methods other than the linear trapezoidal method. Random noise added to the blood concentration and blood flow terms of the net mass equation added a small bias to the mean value of the calculated net mass. More important, such noise rapidly increased the number of studies required to characterize the calculated mean net mass to a given level of accuracy. It is concluded best results are obtained by minimizing the variability of blood concentration and blood flow measurements, and by using an optimized blood sampling regimen. The direct mass balance calculations and an analysis of their errors are simple enough to be performed using a spreadsheet program on a personal computer.